
Alpha AM5 
Active Monitor

Designed &
Engineered
in Canada

 

• Qualcomm® aptX™ Bluetooth

• Dedicated RCA Phono Input

• 3.5 mm Analog Input

• Optical Input

• USB DAC

• USB Power Jack

• IR Remote Control

• Subwoofer Output

Award Winning PSB Sound Taken To a New Level

Building on PSB's almost 50 years of award-winning speaker design expertise, the Alpha
AM5 compact, powered speakers deliver a natural, detailed sound with precision and less
distortion. While the Alphas quickly rose to be one of the world’s most iconic speakers 
and to this day are still the reference benchmark for entry-level hi-fi speakers, today's 
Alphas combine rare musicality and exceptional value with the latest cutting-edge 
technologies.

Versatile Design

The Alpha AM5 active monitor is effortless to setup and use. There's no amplifier to hook
up or apps to download. Stream and listen to your favourite music with aptX™ Bluetooth
from your mobile devices - simply pair and play. Connect to your computer or TV for 
crystal clear, natural sound. The AM5 even features several sound modes allowing you to
accentuate dialogue, soundstage and more. Vinyl lovers will appreciate the dedicated 
RCA phono input. Where desired, use the sub output to add a subwoofer for even deeper 
bass. The Alpha AM5's flexible design make it perfectly suited for desktop, bookshelf or 
stand mount placement and can fill your room with impressive sound.



 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

On Axis @ 0° ± 3dB
LF Cutoff -10dB 

55Hz-20Khz
36Hz

INPUTS

Analog
Digital
Wireless
Design Type

 
3.5mm, Phono MM
Optical, USB
aptX™ Bluetooth
Bass Reflex

SPECIFICATIONS

AMPLIFIER POWER

50 watts x 2 RMS
 

ACOUSTIC DESIGN

Tweeter (Nominal)

Woofer (Nominal)

3/4” (19mm)
Aluminium Dome 
with Ferrofluid and 
Neodymium Magnet

5.25” (133mm)
Cone Rubber Surround 
Steel Basket

SIZE  (W x H x D)

Net Dimensions 6 3/4” x 11 2/5” x 9 1/2”
(170 x 290 x 240mm)
21.5 lbs (9.75 kg) /pair

CONSTRUCTION

Cabinet
Cabinet Sleeve

Grille
 

MDF  
Vinyl

Baffle Front MDF
 
 

Perforated Metal  
 

(Gross Dimensions)

Shipping Dimensions
Net Weight

18 3/8” x 13 3/8” x 15”
(467 x 340 x 381mm)

Shipping Weight 23.6 lbs (10.71 kg) /pr

FINISH 

CONTENTS 

Matte Black, Matte White 

Speakers
Remote Control
16 Gauge Speaker Cable
3.5mm Analog Audio Cable

 
 

 

*Non-metric measurements are approximate.
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#TruetoNature
PSBspeakers.com

Matched Components / Unmatched Performance

Leveraging amplification expertise from our sister brands provided the PSB design team 
the considerable advantage of designing a speaker for a known 35W x 2 amplifier. By 
adding the power of digital signal processing, frequency response, bass extension and 
output are optimized to a remarkable level of performance. Exceptionally few powered 
speakers share intellectual resources of this magnitude, making the Alpha AM5 a 
standout in the crowd of powered speakers. A renowned amplifier company and speaker 
company perfecting the powered speaker is truly a match made in acoustic heaven.

Featuring acoustically-transparent detachable magnetic grilles in a choice of Matte Black
or Matte White finish to seamlessly blend into any décor, the Alpha AM5 combines
simplicity of setup and operation with source and placement versatility. Don't let its
compact size fool you - the Alpha AM5 with powerful, rich detailed sound punches well
above its weight.


